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Introduction
The activities in this pack have been developed as part of the 
Telling Our Stories, Finding Our Roots project: a community 
heritage and oral history project supported by the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund. 

They are aimed at students in all Devon schools: across Devon, 
Torbay and Plymouth LEAs. Equally, they may be of interest to 
teachers outside the county as a resource to support teaching 
around diversity.  

The resources are principally designed for Key Stage 2 and Key 
Stage 3, but could also be used further up and down the age 
range with appropriate attention given to differentiation.  

All activities fit within the National Curriculum for History, 
in particular the local history study requirement. They also fit 
within RE, Geography and Art.  

Telling Our Stories, Finding Our Roots

School Activity Pack 

Aims of this pack:

•  To explore and celebrate Devon’s diverse, multicultural past and present. 

•  To offer children an alternative to historical narratives which present Devon as 
wholly and always white, and to influence parents and teachers’ mindsets too.

•   To build empathy among students for people from a range of different 
backgrounds, ethnicities, languages and religions. 

•   To provide a set of resources that are local and specific, rather than national 
and general. 

•   To support Devon’s Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) and multicultural 
communities by sharing histories and stories that build a sense of belonging.

0.5: INTRODUCTION
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How to use this pack 
The resource pack is split into 6 activities, all of which are suitable for KS2 or KS3.  

 For each activity, we have provided the following resources: 

•  Teacher’s lesson plan / overview  
•  Additional teacher resources (eg. powerpoints)  
•   Student resources (eg. cards to sort; answer sheets) 

Each activity has been given a number (eg. Activity 1: Build a timeline).  

All resources beginning with the same number belong together, as a Resource Family.  

Within each resource family, each resource required for an activity has then been given  
a letter. 

For example: Resource 2 a) Hawkins powerpoint (Commemorate or Challenge activity).  

Resource Family Activity Resources

1 Build a Timeline:
Devon’s Multicultural History 

1 a) Lesson Plan 
1 b) Teacher’s Notes 
1 c) Timeline Cards 
1 d) Timeline Answers  

2 Commemorate or Challenge?
John Hawkins and the Slave Trade

2 a) Lesson Plan 
2 b) Hawkins Powerpoint

3 Return or Retain?             
Ganesh at the Museum 

3 a) Lesson Plan
3 b) Video Summary
3 c) Ganesh Powerpoint
3 d) Take a Stand Document
3 e) Colouring Picture 

4 Crack the Code:                               
Comanche Codetalkers in Tiverton

4 a) Lesson Plan 
4 b) Comanche Powerpoint 
4 c) Vocabulary Sheet 

5 Solve the Mystery:             
The Polish Navy in Okehampton

5 a) Lesson Plan 
5 b) Mystery Cards 
5 c) Mystery Answers 
5 d) Polish Powerpoint 

6 Learn to Tag:  
Jaz Rogers, Devon Graffiti Artist 

6 a) Lesson Plan 
6 b) Jaz Rogers Powerpoint 
6 c) Jaz Rogers Video 
6 d) Interview Transcript
6 e) How to Tag
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Using the pack in the classroom 

 
 
Delivery methods

•  Subject knowledge is not assumed. We have provided additional information and 
signposted resources you can use to build your knowledge if you wish to.  

•  Bring out the human story to encourage engagement, empathy, understanding. 

•  All of the activities are plastic! Please bend and amend them to suit your class. 
 

 
 
 
 
Length and delivery style 

Each activity is approximately 40-60 mins long.  

 
The activities could be delivered in several ways: 

• As a stand-alone lesson. 

• As a full series, eg. one a day or week. 

• Broken down and used modularly, eg. in tutor time or as starters. 

• To complement an existing scheme of work. 

• As part of an off-timetable or Impact Day. 
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Protecting pupils in the classroom  

In diversity and anti-racism work in largely white classrooms, there is a risk 
of putting pupils from minority backgrounds under the microscope. They may 
feel embarrassed or that they / their identity have been highlighted against 
their will.   

We appreciate teachers don’t intend to hurt people. But sometimes there are 
unintended consequences to good intentions.  

Example: There was a story recently on the BBC about a girl from a 
Jewish family who was put in front of the class and quizzed about how she 
celebrated Passover, only to be told by the teacher that this was wrong.  

The activities in this pack have been designed in many cases to encourage 
empathy – but this isn’t always a simple or easy process. Be aware that stories 
may throw up strong feelings among your students: grief, trauma, shame, guilt, 
anger, resentment, confusion. Make time and space to share and hear feelings.  

In order to avoid making those from minority backgrounds feel uncomfortable 
or targeted, it is important to practice mindful attention to pupils’ wellbeing. 

We advise one simple rule: 

• Always prioritise the pupil(s) above the plan.  

There are many ways to do this. You will know your individual students 
and their needs best – but here are some suggestions:  

• Inform and check in with the student and/or family beforehand. 

•  Be absolutely clear that you don’t expect them to be ‘an example’ or do 
anything they don’t want to (eg. tell a story, show an object or speak about 
their background). 

•  Be clear with yourself and the class about the intention of the activity: the 
aim is to present diversity as something to be celebrated - not as a problem 
or anomaly.
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Why does multicultural history matter? 
All pupils, in Devon and beyond, deserve to be taught and to learn about stories and 
histories of diversity. Devon has a deeply multicultural history, which should be known 
and celebrated.  

All young people should see themselves reflected in the history they learn – and be given 
the opportunity to learn about those different from them. Stories of diversity are for 
everyone in Devon: multicultural history is British history.  

Racism is on the increase in Devon and elsewhere. Exeter synagogue was attacked in the 
summer of 2018. Devon schools have reported an increase in racist incidents1. A broader, 
more inclusive, more representative history can offer examples, encourage understanding 
and provide tools to support adults and young people to reflect on and respond to 
instances of racism if and when they occur.

 

Defining BAME and multicultural history 

The Telling Our Stories project gathered personal stories and older histories from  
a broad, inclusive category of people.  

Our stories relate to Black people from Africa, the Caribbean and those born  
in Britain; people from across Asia, including the Indian sub-continent and China;  
the Middle East; the Americas and Oceania. There are also stories drawn from  
across Europe, and stories about religious minorities, including Jews and Muslims.  
We collected stories from first and second generation migrants, and stories  
of ancestors.  

Definitions can be tricky, and are never exhaustive or final. In the context of Telling 
Our Stories, we have worked with this broadened definition of the term BAME: 

Members of Black, Asian and minority ethnic groups, migrants from anywhere in  
the world, and British people with heritage from other countries, cultures or faiths.

In terms of duration, multicultural history in Britain reaches back 2,000 years to 
Roman times. However, older histories of diversity, global connections, or cultural 
meetings are often not known, recognised, or given an equal platform with other 
dominant historical narratives, which foreground white Anglo-Saxon characters 
and events. The aim of this pack is therefore to bring out the length as well as the 
breadth of Devon’s diversity.

1 Kate O’Neill’s presentation at a Babcock conference reported a jump from 69 incidents in 2016-17 to 126 in 2019-20.
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Some statistics: just how white is Devon?  

The census only started to record ethnicity in 1991. Before that, it’s largely 
guesswork. We do know – from Henry VIII’s Military Survey of 1522 - that 
5% of Exeter’s adult male population was classed as aliens, an historical term 
referring to those born outside of England. People often find this statistic 
surprising. The survey also contained the first record of a Black man in Exeter: 
Peter Blackmore.  

The twentieth century saw waves of migration which are better known, and 
people who appeared visibly different began to be seen in greater numbers in 
Devon. The 1991 census recorded just 3850 people who weren’t white: 0.6%2. 
Ten years later, that number had doubled. In 2011, just under 95% of the 
Devon population declared themselves to be White British, with 2.5% White 
Other and 2.6% BAME3. In Exeter, the figures were 93% White (including 4.8% 
White Other) and 7% BAME. Overall, we can see a steady increase in the ethnic 
minority population over the last 30 years (from under 4,000 to over 18,000) 
and a corresponding increase in white people from outside of Britain. We can 
expect a similar increase in the 2021 census.  

It is vital that the history we teach keeps up with and reflects demographic change. 

 Further information 
External delivery and additional support 

Impact Days and external delivery 

Devon Development Education works regularly in schools across Devon. We have 
a team of trained learning facilitators available to deliver the Telling Our Stories 
learning programme as either an off-timetable day or through weekly sessions.  

We also offer bespoke sessions, off-timetable and Impact Days and programmes  
of work focused on cultural awareness, diversity, and anti-racism. Please see below.

2 Multi-Ethnic Devon: a Rural Handbook (DREC). 
3 www.devon.gov.uk/factsandfigures/the-people/ethnicity/  and www.devon.gov.uk/equality/performance-and-monitoring/equality-
information/protected-characteristics
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Youth Cultural Champions programme 
This programme supports young people from minority backgrounds to become 
‘cultural champions’, through a tailored process of training, mentoring and sharing.  

In a safe and inclusive space, Youth Cultural Champions learn to think and speak 
comfortably and confidently about their own background and identity.  

In turn, many go on to deliver training within the school and beyond about 
diversity - a process which often boosts their self-esteem.

 
Cultural Champions 
A Cultural Champion is a Devon resident from another culture or religion, who 
comes into the classroom (or other space) to give pupils an authentic, personal 
view and lived experience of their culture. In this way, Devon children and Devon 
adults can learn about the variety of cultures and people that live in the county, 
broadening their minds and breaking down barriers. 

Schools can book a one-off visit; a day in which the Cultural Champion visits 
more than one class; or a series, with different Cultural Champions visiting each 
week, month or term. 

 
To find out more 
Please contact us if you are interested in booking a programme or session,  
or to find out more. 

dde@globalcentredevon.org.uk 

www.globalcentredevon.org.uk

01392 438811 

 
Feedback
We welcome feedback. It helps us improve the activities for others. 

Please share your comments and feedback on the activities in this pack.  

You can download and fill in the Teacher’s Feedback Form, and send it back to 
us at dde@globalcentredevon.org.uk.
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National  
Curriculum links & 
curriculum fit  

KS2 History: the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain.  
Anglo-Saxons and Vikings; local history study. 

KS3 History: A chronologically secure knowledge and  
understanding of British, local and world history. 

KS2 & KS3 RE: Christians, Muslims and Jews  

How to use   
This is the first activity in the Telling Our Stories pack.

This timeline exercise could work well as an introduction to  
a study of multicultural history, or as a standalone activity. 

Aims 
Knowledge of local, national and global history.  

Skills - deducing, inferring.  

Duration 40-60 mins 

Materials required  

Printed cards – we suggest one set per 6 students.  
Answer sheet.  
Prep two or three stories you’d like to explain explain further,  
using Teacher’s Notes (Resource 1b).  

Differentiation
You could match the dates to the pictures in plenary at the start. 

As you go round the tables, support some tables where needed. 

Background  
reading & references 
for teachers

Teachers’ notes. 
Telling Our Stories website.

Build a Timeline: Devon’s Multicultural History
Lesson Plan

http://tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk
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Process 

Stage 1: Warmup and Preparation (5 - 10mins) 

•   Ask the students what they know about the history of Devon (or even 
Britain) in recent or distant history. You could create a large timeline 
together on the board. This can also be a baseline assessment.  
 
Prompt:  
Do you think there was anyone from Africa or Asia or America here?  

•   For KS3, students could produce a timeline of key events connected to the 
dates used in the finished timeline. This will reveal their assumptions about 
local history.    

•   Divide the students into small groups - they will need a reasonable amount 
of space to work. Tables of four to six will work.  

•   Give them the instructions: “I’m going to give you 14 pictures, 14 captions 
and 14 dates. Your task is to match up the pictures, dates and captions and 
put them in order on a timeline. You have 15 minutes”.

 

Stage 2: Group work on timeline (15 - 20 mins) 
•   Give each group a set of pictures, dates and captions.  

•   Monitor their progress and encourage/assist as necessary.  

•   Encourage them to bring in prior knowledge, use clues from the pictures,  
work together.   

•   As they finish, encourage them to compare with other tables (unless you’re 
doing it as a competition).  
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Stage 3: Plenary (15 - 20 mins) 

•   When all groups are finished, hand out the answer sheet so they can check 
the correct answers.  

•   Discuss the rationale for their choices - what evidence were they using? 
(Probably a combination of prior knowledge, arithmetic, decoding pictures, 
guesswork).

•   Then move the discussion on to the content of the timeline. As the timeline 
is usually high in energy and sometimes quite competitive, students may not 
have been considering what is on the cards.The matching stage is the hook 
for the deeper discussion and understanding.  

•   Ask the students what events or people surprised them, and which ones they 
would like to know more about. This could lead to their own research.     

•   Return to the original discussion in Stage 1 – how does this timeline 
compare with what you thought before? 

•   As the timeline activity continues until well into the 20th century, this is 
a chance to say that history is not just about things that happened many 
hundreds of years ago - it’s also about our parents’ generation.   

•   We suggest that the teacher chooses two or three stories that catch your 
attention. Read the Teachers’ Notes fully for those stories, so that you 
can go into more detail on those. Bear in mind that this pack also includes 
whole activities on Hawkins and Ganesh! There is also more information on 
our website for each story.

http://tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk
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Build a Timeline: Devon’s Multicultural History
Teachers’ Notes

1. 55
City of Exeter founded by Roman II Augusta Legion,  
led by future Emperor Vespasian

2. 1001 Battle of Pinhoe between Anglo-Saxons and Vikings

3. 1522  Peter Blackmore is Exeter’s first recorded Black resident

4. 1562
 John Hawkins of Plymouth conducts first English slave 
raids on West Africa

5. 1616 Pocahontas travels from Plymouth to London

6. 1685
Jacques Fontaine and other French refugees land  
at Appledore

7. 1762 Plymouth synagogue opens
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8. 1796
French Prisoners of War held in Devon have time on 
their hands to make things 

9. 1833

 End of slavery in the British Empire – many Devon 
residents receive a share of 20 million pounds in 
compensation for loss of slaves

10. 1879
Ganesh comes to Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial 
Museum

11. 1921
 Jack Leslie joins Plymouth Argyle as Devon’s first Black 
professional footballer 

12. 1940
Indian soldiers and their mules stationed in South 
Devon  

13. 1950s 
&1960s

 Chinese restaurants open across Devon - in Exeter, 
Bideford, Plymouth etc.

14. 1977  First mosque in Exeter opens at 15 York Road  
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1. Romans in Exeter (55) 
Vespasian (Titus Flavius Caesar Vespasianus Augustus), as depicted in the coin, was the 
Leader of the II Augusta legion that arrived in Exeter in AD55 and set up their fortified 
camp on the hill above the river Exe. The Legion had been a major part of the invasion 
of Britain under Claudius, and had fought across the south of the country, including at 
Maiden Castle (Dorchester). 

There was already a settlement at Exeter, a prominent hill with good views towards 
the sea, set above a natural quayside, a settlement of the Celtic Dumnonii people. The 
Dumnonii had established trade links, with the Mediterranean and Europe. According 
to the Greek historian Diodorus Siculus, writing around 30BC, there was a “complex 
network of trade between Armorica and Britannia”. A body of a young woman from that 
time was found at White Horse Hill at Okehampton with amber beads from the Baltic, 
and a pre-Roman coin from Armorica (Brittany) was found in Exeter’s Northernhay, and 
can be seen in the RAMM. 

So why did the Romans come here? Why does any army conquer? They were interested 
in trade – tin found on Dartmoor - and they wanted to capitalise on the natural resources 
around here.  

Exeter was the westernmost Roman fort in Britain, and one of the furthest west outposts 
of the Empire. The name of the city comes from the river Exe plus the Latin word castra, 
meaning fort. This is similar to many other place names in Britain (that students could 
explore) eg. Chester, Cirencester, Manchester and so on. The Romans, however, knew the 
city as Isca Dumnoniorum - water or river of the Dumnonii.  

This artist’s impression of Roman 
Exeter comes from the city council 
website.There are lots of interesting 
resources on Roman Exeter in the 
RAMM, for example:  

www.rammtimetrail.org.uk/Roman-
Fortress/

https://www.rammtimetrail.org.uk/Roman-Fortress/
https://www.rammtimetrail.org.uk/Roman-Fortress/
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Much of our understanding of Roman Exeter is relatively recent. There was a Roman 
Bath-house under the steps of the cathedral, unknown until excavations in the 1970s.  
It’s worth making this point to students – history changes all the time, through new 
discoveries and through new interpretations and connections.  

An interesting question, relating to our project, is about the ethnic and linguistic 
diversity of Devon back then. If you had strolled around Exeter in, say AD100, you 
would have heard no English and met no Christians and quite probably seen a variety 
of faces. The languages spoken would have been the Celtic language of the Dumnonii 
(which probably sounded a bit like Welsh) and Latin. English arrived with the Saxons 
hundreds of years later. 

Like all empires, the Roman Empire was multicultural by design. The Empire stretched 
from Devon to Persian Gulf, and included all the shores of the Mediterranean. People 
from one part of the empire went to other parts, to trade, to govern, as part of the army 
or as slaves. We know that there was a lot of movement around the Empire, and we 
know that, as in the British Empire later, soldiers were recruited in one part of the Empire 
and posted elsewhere, partly in order to avoid the possibility of them joining in any local 
revolts in their home territory. We also know the II Augustan Legion had previously 
served in Spain and Germany.  

We can imagine the scene by Exeter quay. Legionaries sit around playing with dice in 
a tavern. A farmer from the hills brings wool from his sheep to sell. A Greek merchant 
arrives on a ship from Corbilo (modern St Nazaire) to sell olive oil to the Romans, having 
spent time with Asterix and Obelix first.  The sailors on the ship are Phoenician, from 
what is now Palestine and Lebanon, and wear Phrygian caps over their sun-tanned faces. 
All the colours and languages of the Empire are found here, as they are in Lutetia (Paris), 
Massilia (Marseilles), Leptis Magna (on the Libyan Coast) and Alexandria (which still has 
the same name!).      

There were definitely Black Romans elsewhere in Britannia. At Burgh by Sands in 
Cumbria – the western end of Hadrian’s Wall - a memorial stone to troops from Morocco 
was found. The Emperor Septimius Severus was born in Libya, and died in York. So it’s 
absolutely true to say there were Black people in England before the English!  

www.history.co.uk/article/the-history-of-black-britain-roman-africans 

www.theguardian.com/science/2010/feb/26/roman-york-skeleton  

https://www.history.co.uk/article/the-history-of-black-britain-roman-africans
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2010/feb/26/roman-york-skeleton
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2. Battle of Pinhoe (1001)

Anglo-Saxons arrived in Devon from the 8th century, bringing their language (English) 
and connecting the county to the wider kingdom of Wessex, ruled by Alfred the Great in 
the late 9th century.   

The Danes or Vikings from Scandinavia ravaged the coasts of Northern Europe from 
the 8th century onward. Although King Alfred unified the Anglo-Saxon areas, the Danes 
continued their raids, and started to settle, especially in the north and east of England.   

In the years leading up to the Millennium, a band of Norwegian Vikings attacked various 
parts of the south coast. In July 1001 they landed at Exmouth and built a fortified base 
from which to raid. They started on the Teign river, where they sacked Kingsteignton and 
surrounding villages.  

Returning to Exmouth, they met another Danish force, led by Pallig Tokesen, brother-
in-law of King Sweyn Forkbeard of Denmark. This force had been paid to protect the 
English. However, they joined forces with Pallig and rowed up the Exe towards Exeter, 
with a combined force of over 4000 men.   

The inhabitants were ready, however, sheltering behind the Roman walls recently restored 
by Athelstan, and drove away the attackers. Disappointed, the Vikings attacked the 
villages in the valley, sacking Topsham and Clyst St Mary. The next village northwards 
was Pinhoe, 3 miles from the city walls.  

There they were surprised to meet the county army of Devon (estimated around 1500 
men), camped on Beacon Hill above the valley. They were led by Kola, the High Reeve 
for Devon. Legend has it that the priest of the village sneaked past the Vikings to get 
supplies for the defenders:  

A point of interest in connection with the church is the pension annually paid to the 
vicar on October 1st, dating from very early days. Tradition connects it with the Battle 
of Pinhoe, A.D. 1001. The Danes fought the men of Devon and Somerset on the high 
ground above the church in that year, and it is related that the parish priest, watching 
the battle, noticed that his countrymen were short of arrows. Mounting his ass he rode 
into Exeter and secured a fresh supply and served them out personally to the men, and 
so turned the tide of conflict in their favour. He was rewarded with a mark from the 
King’s purse. 
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Little is known of the detail of the battle, but the 
Vikings were victorious, slaying more of the English 
than they lost, and remaining in command of the 
field. The Devon army retired to the city walls in 
good order. The site of the battle is reckoned to be 
at Mincimore copse, between Poltimore and Pinhoe. 
The church on the hill at Pinhoe stands on the site 
where the English dead were buried.  

The following year, 1002, Sweyn Forkbeard attacked 
and sacked the city, burning the Minster and most of 
the buildings. Sweyn’s son was King Canute.    

NB. please note that the picture on the timeline for this event is an artist’s impression 
of a different Viking Battle. This picture is of Sweyn Forkbeard.

http://thehistorymanatlarge.blogspot.com/2010/02/battle-of-pinhoe-devon-in-year-1001.html

http://thehistorymanatlarge.blogspot.com/2010/02/battle-of-pinhoe-devon-in-year-1001.html
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3. Peter Blackmore: Exeter’s first Black resident? (1522) 

In 1522, Henry VIII ordered a military survey of the whole 
of England, to see who was ready for war, and to measure 
the wealth of his subjects. 

The ‘constable’ of each parish in the country recorded the 
name of each man living there, whether he was ready or 
not to go to war, and his worth in pounds, shillings and 
pence. It was a sort of census, but only adult men were 
recorded: no women, no children. 

Few records survive from this. Luckily, the records for Exeter did survive, can be found in 
the Devon Record Office. The information was transcribed in 1977 by Margery Rowe.1 

Also luckily, the survey recorded ‘aliens’ separately, including their place of birth. 

‘Aliens’ is an historic term to refer to people who came from a different country. It was 
used in a similar way to how we use ‘foreigners’ now.

Of the 1363 adult men listed in Exeter at that time, 66 were ‘aliens’. 34 were from 
Germany and the Low Countries, 29 were from what is now France (mostly Brittany and 
Normandy). Two were from Italy (Lucca and Lombardy).  

One resident of St Petrock parish was listed as “Peter Blackmore, a moren borne, worth in 
goods nil”. He was without doubt a Black man, and is – as far as we know – Exeter’s first 
Black resident.  

We know nothing else about him. We can imagine that he migrated to Exeter from Spain 
or North Africa. He was not passing through, he was a resident, as the survey did not 
record visitors.  

With an average of 4 generations per century, then Peter’s great great great great 
great great great great great great great great great great great great great great great 
great (that’s 20 greats) grandchildren could be walking round Devon now. And it’s quite 
probable they don’t look Black. They might even be one of your class. 

1  Margery Rowe, ‘Tudor Exeter – Tax Assessments 1489-1595, Including the Military Survey 1522’, Devon and Cornwall Record Society,  
New Series, 22 (1977). 

2 Miranda Kaufmann, Black Tudors: The Untold Story (London: Oneworld Publications, 2018).
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He was not, however, the only Black person in Tudor England – in this time before the 
slave trade was established. Miranda Kaufmann’s excellent book Black Tudors traces many 
other stories around the country.2 

Perhaps the most famous was John Blanke, who was a trumpeter at the courts of both 
Henry VII and Henry VIII. He is the subject of the picture on the timeline.  

You can read the transcribed data for the 1522 Exeter aliens here: 

www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/uploads/images/Stories/Military%20Survey%20
1522%20article.pdf

Remarkably, 66 out of 1363 is around 5%. That may have been one of the highest 
proportions of ‘aliens’ in the whole country, and shows how migrant populations can go 
up and down over time. 

 

http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/uploads/images/Stories/Military%20Survey%201522%20article.pdf
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/uploads/images/Stories/Military%20Survey%201522%20article.pdf
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4. John Hawkins’ slave raids (1562) 

Hawkins (born in Plymouth) is sometimes credited 
with inventing the triangular slave trade, making a 
profit on each leg of the voyage. Astoundingly, he 
was so proud of his work trafficking humans, that 
he even had a slave added to his coat of arms.  

Hawkins’ 2nd cousin, Francis Drake, accompanied 
him on at least one voyage.  

So these Devon men who were (and are) often 
regarded as heroes, salty seadogs who roamed 
the seven seas for Good Queen Bess, were also 
responsible for helping to create one of the worst 
aspects of the Imperial period.   

More information is available in Todd Gray’s book, 
Devon and the Slave Trade.3 

Hawkins’ story is the subject of the second activity in this pack. 

 
5. Pocahontas (1616) 

Your students will probably have seen the Disney film, Pocahontas, and have some idea 
of her story. She was the daughter of Powhatan or Wahunsenacawh, a chief of a group 
of people in what became Virginia, and the legend says she saved the life of Englishman 
John Smith by placing her head next to his before the axe fell. She was captured by the 
settlers, took the name Rebecca and became a Christian. She married John Rolfe, and 
they had a son called Thomas Rolfe (from whom many people in the US and the UK 
claim descent). 

In 1616, Pocahontas landed at Plymouth with her husband John Rolfe, their son Thomas, 
and 11 of her fellow Powhatans. They then went to London, where she was presented as 
a Princess.  

We can imagine the scene as the coaches arrive at Exeter – perhaps at the White Hart 
Inn -  after a day’s hard ride, and the Exeter grooms leap out to hold the horses. 

3 Todd Gray, Devon and the Slave Trade (Exeter: The Mint Press, 2007).
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The weary travellers walk into the 
bar, led by Pocahontas, carrying 
her one-year old son, fast asleep. 
She’s followed by her husband, John, 
and then Tomocomo, the shaman 
who had accompanied them, and 
the other Powhatans, wrapped up 
warm in blankets against the cold. 
The innkeeper is startled to meet so 
many new faces, but the usual Devon 
hospitality shows through, and he finds 
beds for all, before they sit down to a 
meal of mutton and pease pudding (no 
potatoes yet in England!). 

Afterwards, they sit and smoke tobacco 
in the parlour - Rolfe was a pioneer of 
tobacco cultivation, despite King James’ 
book A Counterblaste to Tobacco in 
1604. The next morning they continue 
on their way, taking the High Road 
through Heavitree to Honiton.  

In an engraving (made in London in 1616 and now held in the British Museum), her name 
is given as Matoaka or Rebecca.   

Pocahontas died in 1617, in Gravesend near London. The statue in the picture is in 
London’s Docklands. 

https://www.thehistorypress.co.uk/articles/pocahontas-the-english-connection/

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/465632/Pocahontas

https://www.thehistorypress.co.uk/articles/pocahontas-the-english-connection/  http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/465632/Pocahontas
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/465632/Pocahontas 
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6. French refugee Jacques Fontaine arrives at Appledore 
(1685) 

Jacques Fontaine arrived in a small ship at Appledore 
on December 1st, 1685, having fled from Bordeaux a 
few days earlier. He was in a party of 12, including 
members of his family, mostly women. They had been 
smuggled out of the French coast in fear of their lives.  

Fontaine wrote in his memoir: 

“We landed… at Appledore, a small town in the 
British Channel, below the river Taw, which goes up 
to Barnstaple. After paying passage money for the 
party I had only twenty gold pistoles left. God had 

not conducted us in safety to a haven there to leave us to perish with hunger. The 
good people of Barnstaple were full of compassion, they took us into their houses and 
treated us with the greatest kindness; thus God raised up for us fathers and mothers, and 
brothers and sisters in a strange land…”

“The first act after getting out of the vessel, was to return thanks to God for his merciful 
goodness in having brought us safely to the shores of England; the second was to ask 
for bread. We were supplied with very large biscuits, such as in France would have cost 
twopence each, and to my surprise I was told that here they only cost one half-penny. 
I was doubtful of the fact, thinking I might be misled by my ignorance of the English 
language, so I gave a penny to a little girl and asked her to buy me some bread. She 
went to a baker, and sure enough, she brought me back two of these large biscuits.” 

Fontaine stayed with a Barnstaple merchant.  His diary was translated and published in 
1838 with the title: ‘A Tale of the Huguenots’ or ‘Memoirs of a French Refugee Family’. 
He moved to Bridgwater, Taunton and then Ireland, and died in Dublin in 1728, and his 
descendants still live in the USA and elsewhere.  
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England’s first refugees 

“Huguenots” was the name given to French Protestants from the 16th century onwards. 
They were persecuted by the ruling Catholics, especially after the Massacre of St 
Bartholomew’s Day in 1572 and the revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV  
in 1685. 

There followed an exodus of at least ¾ million French Protestants, to neighbouring 
Protestant countries like the Netherlands, to the New World and South Africa, and across 
the Channel to England. It is estimated that around 50,000 came to England, although 
many of them moved on to other countries. 

Eventually of course, as with so many other migrant populations, the Huguenots lost 
their cultural identity and were absorbed into the gene pool. Some surnames survive, 
including du Maurier, de Morgan and Olivier. British descendants of Huguenots (and thus 
descendants of refugees) include Winston Churchill, Laurence Olivier, Daphne du Maurier, 
Jon Pertwee, Eddie Izzard and Nigel Farage. 

Huguenots in Devon  

In Devon, Huguenots were generally welcomed by the community and the clergy. 
According to the Guide to the Parish and non-Parochial registers of Devon & Cornwall 
1538-1837, the Huguenot congregations in Devon were “more numerous than in any 
other English county outside London and its vicinity, probably due to local diocesan 
sympathy”.

In 1686 they started a “conformist” congregation (ie it followed the Church of England 
prayer book) at St Olaves church on Fore Street in Exeter. In 1715, it was recorded that 
St Olaves had a congregation of 120, under the minister Andrew Majendie. Services were 
conducted in French, and the church was popularly known as the French church. 

In Barnstaple, they were given St. Anne’s Chapel for worship – it is now a museum and 
community centre. They introduced new techniques in wool manufacture and dyeing. 
Jean Ulrich Passavant, a Huguenot from Strasbourg, created a table carpet depicting 
Barnstaple’s coat of arms and presented it to the town. The carpet also displayed the 
name of the mayor, Monier Roch Esq., and the date, 1761. The Roch family, who were of 
Huguenot descent, was prominent in Barnstaple. Both Matthew Roch and his son Monier 
Roch established themselves within the local community and served several times as the 
Town’s Mayor. 
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In 1791 Monier Roch founded the Barnstaple Bank and was borough treasurer. A portrait 
of Matthew Roch can be seen in Barnstaple’s Guildhall. 

There is also a possible link between Huguenots and Honiton lace, disputed by many 
historians. 

Sources 

www.huguenotsofspitalfields.org/learning-modal/barnstaple.html 

www.en.wikisource.org/wiki/Memoirs_of_a_Huguenot_Family

Jacques Fontaine’s grave:  
www.findagrave.com/memorial/68571729/jacques-fontaine  

Website to his family: 
www.fontainemaurysociety.com/fontainehistory.html  

http://www.huguenotsofspitalfields.org/learning-modal/barnstaple.html 
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Memoirs_of_a_Huguenot_Family
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/68571729/jacques-fontaine
http://www.fontainemaurysociety.com/fontainehistory.html
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7. Plymouth Synagogue (1762) 

Plymouth Synagogue is on Catherine St, just south 
of Royal Parade. The synagogue was opened in 
1762, and is therefore the 2nd oldest (and the 
oldest Ashkenazi synagogue) in the country.  
The oldest is Bevis Marks in London.   

Most of the surrounding buildings were flattened in 
the blitz in 1941, but the synagogue survived.   

Exeter synagogue was opened in the following 
year – 1763. It is tucked away behind Mary Arches 
church, with a passage running through to the 
Mecca bingo hall (built as the Gaumont cinema).  

Along with other English cities, Exeter had a Jewish 
population in the Middle Ages, with Jews acting as 
bankers for clergy and citizens, and for the King. 
The Jews were expelled from England in 1290 by 
Edward I, taking refuge elsewhere in Europe. 

In 1655, Oliver Cromwell agreed to readmit the 
Jews, led by Menasseh Ben Israel from Amsterdam.  

www.plymouthsynagogue.com/ 
http://exetersynagogue.org.uk/

Here is an interesting article on Plymouth synagogue from 2018:  
www.plymouthherald.co.uk/news/history/secrets-plymouth-synagogue-you-never-1088137

Devon Development Education have a Jewish Cultural Champion called Ami, who can 
come to your school to share more information about Judaism in Devon and beyond, and 
who is a great singer. 

Please see the Introduction to the pack for contact details. 

http://www.plymouthsynagogue.com/   http://exetersynagogue.org.uk/ 
https://www.plymouthherald.co.uk/news/history/secrets-plymouth-synagogue-you-never-1088137  
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8. French Prisoners of War (POWs) in Devon (1796)
During the period 1797-1815, Britain and France were 
in a state of war. Many French Prisoners of War were 
distributed around the country, some in camps and 
prisons, others to live with families. 

POWs often had a lot of time on their hands and  
used that time to learn new skills or to make things.  
The model boat in the picture was made out of bone 
and ivory by a POW, and was recently sold at auction 
for around £5,000. 

Many lower-ranked seamen were housed in ‘hulks’ around the coast, and later transferred 
to Dartmoor prison at Princetown, which was built for this purpose. It was built between 
1806 and 1809, and the population swelled to 6,000. At least 1200 died there, and are 
buried in a mass grave.  

At Okehampton, 336 prisoners of war were held - including several women. One of them 
left behind some graffiti in Latin at Okehampton Castle, which is still visible over 200 
years later:  

‘HIC V…..T FUIT CAPTIVUS BELLI’ which means ‘here V….t was prisoner of war’. This was 
probably Gilles Vincent, the surgeon on La Rejoirie, captured on 10th June 1809.  

At Tiverton, in contrast to the appalling conditions in the hulks and on the moor, French 
officers were sent to live with respectable families, who were paid 10/6 a week.  

The officers gave their parole - their word that they would not try to escape – and 
therefore enjoyed considerable freedom and an active social life.  

Lieutenant Gicquel des Touches wrote that Tiverton was ‘a pleasant little town, but which 
struck me as particularly monotonous after the exciting life to which I was accustomed’. 

As in other conflicts, some prisoners fell in love with the Devonshire air. John Rivron, the 
servant of the captain of Le Rhin, married Mary Marshall in 1815 and they went on to 
have 7 children. In 1844 he was working as a boot and shoe maker in Gold St Tiverton, 
and his son Dominique completed 21 years service in the British army.  
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9. Compensation for loss of slaves (1833)  

The transatlantic slave trade was abolished in 1807, following an enormous amount  
of campaigning and lobbying across the country, including by Exeter people.

However, this did not mean the end of slavery, only of the practice of British ships 
taking slaves across the Atlantic. British people continued to own slaves, especially in 
the West Indies, for over thirty years.

In 1833, Parliament finally passed a law to emancipate all slaves in the Empire.  
The slave-owners, however, had successfully campaigned for compensation for their loss 
of ‘property’. Note that no slave was compensated, only the owners. The amount put 
aside was £20 million – an amount which is today calculated as equivalent to £2 billion.

More than 70 individuals from Devon received compensation when slavery was 
abolished. A local group (Legacies of Devon Slave-ownership Group – LDSG) is 
researching some of these individuals. Information can be found at: 
www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/project/exeter2015

Local historians have mistakenly reported that Bishop Henry Phillpotts personally 
benefitted from compensation. This was not the case. He was involved in claiming 
compensation on behalf of someone else, his brother was involved in the slave trade, and 
Bishop Phillpotts never spoke out against the slave trade.

More info on Phillpotts here:  
www.globalcentredevon.org.uk/index.php?option=com_
content&view=category&layout=blog&id=105&Itemid=379

Find out more about the compensation paid, and who else in Devon received it, at the 
Legacies of Slave Ownership website, which features a searchable database:  
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/

It’s interesting to note that the enslaved, except those under 6, were not fully emancipated 
until 1838: in the interim men and women were tied into a system of ‘apprenticeship’, 
another form of unfree labour with a fixed term. 

As a side note, the first person appointed as a magistrate to implement the anti-slavery 
laws in Jamaica is buried in Exeter, His name was Captain Henry Kent (RN). You will find 
his grave at Higher Cemetery.

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/project/exeter2015 
https://www.globalcentredevon.org.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=105&Itemid=379
https://www.globalcentredevon.org.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=105&Itemid=379
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/
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10. Ganesh (1879) 

This beautiful statue of the Hindu deity Ganesh lives in 
Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial Museum. 

He was brought to Exeter by Sir John Budd Phear of 
Exmouth, who was a High Court judge in Bengal from 
1864 to 1876. He has lived in the Museum since then. 

In 2013, three members of Exeter’s Hindu community 
worked with the Museum to rewrite Ganesh’s description in 
order to bring in a richer Indian Hindu perspective.  

There is an activity about Ganesh later in this pack (Activity 3).  

  
11. Jack Leslie (1921) 

These days, English football teams are full of players from 
around the world and of all different ethnicities (even 
though racism is still found on the terraces). A century ago 
things were different.  

Jack Leslie was born in London in 1901. His father was 
a labourer called John Francis Leslie, and had come from 
Jamaica. His mother Anne was a white Englishman.  

He joined Plymouth Argyle at the age of 20 in 1921 and 
played for them until 1935.  

He played inside left and scored 133 league goals, making him Argyle’s fourth highest 
goal scorer. 

He was invited to play for England in 1925, but the invitation was then withdrawn, 
possibly because the FA did not realise he was Black.  

He died in 1988. The Jack Leslie campaign was started in 2020, with the aim of erecting 
a statue in his memory outside the Argyle ground.  
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Sources  

Argyle supporters’ website:   
www.greensonscreen.co.uk/gosdb-players2.asp?pid=487  

Campaign to raise money to build a statue:  
www.jackleslie.co.uk/

‘Kick it out’ – the campaign to end racism on the pitch and on the terraces:   
www.kickitout.org/

Exeter City had to wait 50 years after Plymouth. The Grecians first Black player was  
Steve Stacey, who debuted in 1971: 
www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/exeter-archive/1971/steve-stacey-exeter-citys-first-
black-player

There is also the fascinating story of Walter Tull, the first Black outfield player  
(debut 1908) who went on to fight in the Great War, and was killed in action on the 
Western Front:  
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqhyb9q/articles/zbgxbdm

12.  Indian Mule Drivers in South Devon 
(1940) 
In the summer of 1940, three companies of mule drivers 
from Punjab were evacuated from France as part of the 
British Army. They then spent the next 3½ years in the 
UK, training with British troops. They had been sent from 
India in December 1939 to provide animal transport to 
the front line, as the British Army had ‘not a horse in the 
force’.4 They were collectively known as Force K6. 

They first came to the South West in June 1940, when the 29th Coy camped at Marsh 
Mills near Plymouth on return from France. 

In due course they were posted to Truro, Plymouth, Yelverton, St Austell, Kingsbridge, 
Modbury, Loddiswell, East Allington, Ivybidge, Devonport, Shaldon. In 1942 150 men 
camped on Dartmoor at Meavy Bridge. 

https://www.greensonscreen.co.uk/gosdb-players2.asp?pid=487
https://jackleslie.co.uk/
https://www.kickitout.org/
https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/exeter-archive/1971/steve-stacey-exeter-citys-first-black-player
https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/exeter-archive/1971/steve-stacey-exeter-citys-first-black-player
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqhyb9q/articles/zbgxbdm
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They helped on local farms, and visited the Royal farm at Stoke Climsland on the 
other side of the Tamar river. They marched in at least 12 parades in the west country, 
including Penzance, Torquay, Plymouth, Exeter, Saltash. 

From October 1940, their hospital was at Devonport. On April 22nd their officer Major 
Parsons wrote: 

“Very heavy air raid. About 300 incendiary bombs fell round and on the billet at St 
Levons… owing to the difficulty experienced in filling the buckets the stirrup pumps were 
useless and the whole billet was destroyed.” 

Two days later the hospital moved to Stowford House in Ivybridge. 

For a similar period, their HQ was at Crownwell Hotel in Shaldon. ‘Olive’ of Teignmouth 
recalled:  

“Indian soldiers with pack-mules camped at Shaldon … I saw the turban wearing mounted 
Indian Cavalry from a tented camp at Teign Snape, Ringmore. I was impressed by their 
smartness when they rode their horses into the village for shoeing and felt patriotic, 
aware that they were helping us with the war.”5 

Patrick Caseley lived in Kingsbridge at the time, and recalled:  

“During WWII my father, Dennis Caseley, ran a very successful youth club in 
Kingsbridge... So, knowing that the RIASC were billeted at Woodleigh Monastery,  
they were contacted and invited to a game in Kingsbridge which they were delighted  
to accept.”

“After the match in which the Indians scored four goals, both teams trooped off to  
The Cosy Café for tea and I went along with my parents to join them. I remember them 
being calm, polite and very pleasant men and I was certainly included in their company. 
My Dad managed to find an envelope which he opened out and asked them to list the 
members of their side which one of them did.”

For further information on the men of K6 and their fascinating stories, read Ghee 
Bowman’s book The Indian Contingent: The forgotten Muslim soldiers of Dunkirk,  
and look at the website:  
www.forcek6.org.uk/

Ghee is available to come to schools to talk about Force K6. Please refer to the contact 
details in the Introduction to the pack. 

4 Ghee Bowman, The Indian Contingent: The Forgotten Muslim Soldiers of Dunkirk (Cheltenham: The History Press, 2020), p.10. 
5 Gavin J. Andrews, ‘The Relational Making of People and Place: The Case of the Teignmouth World War II Homefront’, Ageing and Society,  
37.4 (2017), 725–52.

https://www.forcek6.org.uk/
http://www.forceK6.org.uk   
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13. First Chinese restaurants in Devon (1950s and 1960s) 
The Rice Bowl in Exeter (pictured) was 
at 13 North St. It was opened in 1958 
by the Law family. The daughter of the 
owner - Sheila Wan Ping Yau – was 
interviewed in 2013, and said that in 
1966:  

“The business was running well enough 
to support nearly 20 staff, including 
6 to 7 waiters, and 11 to 12 chefs or 
kitchen workers. It was estimated that 
about 200 sets of three course meal 
could be sold during a single lunchtime. 

With a price of less than £1 per meal… [dishes included] Fried rice, noodle, curry, sweet 
and sour, chop suey and even local roast dinner were on the menu. As a footnote, please 
be reminded that chop suey is not a traditional or common dish in China, and is widely 
believed to be invented by Chinese immigrants in America.”   

The first Chinese restaurant in Bideford was the Great Wall, opening in the mid 1960s. 
You might like to get your class to find out when your local Chinese restaurant or 
takeaway opened.   

Chinese restaurants opened up across the country after the war, partly due to an 
increase in migration from Hong Kong. The first Chinese restaurant in the country was 
believed to be in Glasshouse Street off Piccadilly Circus in London, and was called 
simply ‘The Chinese Restaurant’. 

According to the 2011 census, there were over 400,000 British Chinese. They may be 
less noticeable than other ethnic minorities as they are spread widely across the country. 
They are often the subject of racist attacks, especially takeaway workers, who have been 
described as ‘sitting ducks.’6   

6 Vera Chok in The Good Immigrant, ed. by Nikesh Shukla (London: Unbound, 2017), p.43.
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14. Exeter Mosque (1977) 
Exeter’s first mosque was officially opened on 11th 
September 1977 at 15 York Road. It was set up by a 
group of students from the university, working with local 
businessmen.  

The current, purpose-built mosque was opened in 2011. 
There are around 500 regular worshippers, speaking 
about 45 different languages.   

There are also mosques in Plymouth, Torbay and 
Barnstaple.  

Further resources on Islam 

Exeter mosque website:   
www.exetermosque.org.uk/

Devon Development Education have three Muslim Cultural Champions (Neomi, Mona and 
Wesam) who can come to your school to share more information about Islam and the 
Devon Muslim community. 

Please see the Introduction to this pack for further details and information on how to 
book a session.

http://www.exetermosque.org.uk/   
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Build a Timeline: Devon’s Multicultural History
Timeline Date Cards  

55
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City of Exeter founded by Roman 
II Augusta Legion, led by future 

Emperor Vespasian

Battle of Pinhoe between  
Anglo-Saxons and Vikings

 Peter Blackmore is Exeter’s first 
recorded Black resident
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John Hawkins of Plymouth 
conducts first English slave raids  

on West Africa

Pocahontas travels from  
Plymouth to London

Jacques Fontaine and  
other French refugees land at 

Appledore
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French Prisoners of War held in 
Devon have time on their hands to 

make things 

End of slavery in the British Empire – 
many Devon residents receive a share 
of 20 million pounds compensation for 

loss of slaves

Plymouth synagogue opens
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 Jack Leslie joins Plymouth  
Argyle as Devon’s first Black 

professional footballer 

Indian soldiers and their mules 
stationed in South Devon  

Ganesh comes to Exeter’s  
Royal Albert Memorial Museum
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First mosque in Exeter opens  
at 15 York Road

Chinese restaurants open across 
Devon - including in Exeter, Bideford, 

Plymouth and Tiverton. 
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Build a Timeline: Devon’s Multicultural History
Timeline Answer Sheet  

1. 55
City of Exeter founded by Roman II Augusta Legion,  
led by future Emperor Vespasian

2. 1001 Battle of Pinhoe between Anglo-Saxons and Vikings

3. 1522  Peter Blackmore is Exeter’s first recorded Black resident

4. 1562
 John Hawkins of Plymouth conducts first English slave 
raids on West Africa

5. 1616 Pocahontas travels from Plymouth to London.

6. 1685
Jacques Fontaine and other French refugees land at 
Appledore

7. 1762 Plymouth synagogue opens
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8. 1796
French Prisoners of War held in Devon have time on 
their hands to make things 

9. 1833

 End of slavery in the British Empire – many Devon 
residents receive a share of 20 million pounds 
compensation for loss of slaves

10. 1879
Ganesh comes to Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial 
Museum

11. 1921
 Jack Leslie joins Plymouth Argyle as Devon’s first Black 
professional footballer 

12. 1940
Indian soldiers and their mules stationed in South 
Devon  

13. 1950s 
&1960s

 Chinese restaurants open across Devon - in Exeter, 
Bideford, Plymouth etc 

14. 1977  First mosque in Exeter opens at 15 York Road  
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Commemorate or Challenge? John Hawkins and  
the Slave Trade
Lesson Plan  

National 
Curriculum links 
& curriculum fit  

KS2 and KS3 History 
The slave trade; local history  

How to use 
Second activity in the Telling Our Stories pack.   
It could also fit very well as an introductory activity in a scheme  
of work on the slave trade. 

Aims Embedding knowledge of slave trade and Devon links.  
Building empathy with experience of enslaved people. 

Duration 1 hour  

Materials required  Resource 2 b) Hawkins Powerpoint 

Differentiation

Younger students may need more background explanation of the 
slave trade.  
Descriptions of the trauma and pain of those who were enslaved 
could be tempered for younger age groups, but remember that 
empathy is an important component of this activity. 

Background 
reading & 
references for 
teachers 

Todd Gray’s book, Devon and the Slave Trade. 
Conscience Alley activity:   
www.dramaresource.com/conscience-alley/
Legacies of British Slave-ownership database:   
www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs//
Plymouth Square:  
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-53095468 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-54956993   
Good page on the Atlantic slave trade, with links and resources: 
www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/the-atlantic-slave-trade 
BBC Bite Size resources:  
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zy7fr82/revision/1
Lucy MacKeith’s book, Local Black History: A Beginning in Devon, 
available to read online:  
www.blacknetworkinggroup.co.uk/local_black_history.htm

https://dramaresource.com/conscience-alley/ 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs//
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-54956993
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-54956993
https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/the-atlantic-slave-trade
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zy7fr82/revision/1
http://www.blacknetworkinggroup.co.uk/local_black_history.htm
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Stage 1: Powerpoint presentation (20 mins) 

•   If you prefer to lead the students slowly to the slave trade focus, start the 
lesson by telling them that today we’re looking at coats of arms. 

•   Show the students slide 1 (Courtenay coat of arms). 

•   Tell the students “Here’s a coat of arms from Devon. What do you see?”

    Note: It’s OK to take this slowly – students will enjoy explaining the bits 
of the shield & there will probably be at least one who knows lots about 
coats of arms. 

•   Show them slide 2 (the full crest), and ask them to say what they see. 

•   Slide 3 (What is a coat of arms?). Elicit answers and discuss the function 
of a coat of arms. Show them slide 4 if needed, with the analogy of a 
Facebook profile. 

•   Do the same reveal with slides 5 and 6: Hawkins’ coat of arms and his  
full crest.  

    Note: Don’t rush into these slides – let them fully absorb the point 
about pride first. 

•   Tell them that this coat of arms was given to a Devon man called John 
Hawkins in the 1560s: the time of Elizabeth I. Ask them how long ago that 
was (answer: 450 years+). 

•   Ask them what does the presence of the Black man suggest? What does it tell 
you about the period it was made in - the 1560s?  

•   Show them slide 7 (John Hawkins). 

•   Show them slide 8 (Hawkins’ first voyage).  

•   Show them slide 9 and explain the triangular trade. 

    Note: You’ll find some facts and figures on the slave trade in the notes 
under the slide. 
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Stage 2: Discussion (10 mins+) 
•   Ask the students “So what does that coat of arms tell us about attitudes then 

and now?” See notes under the slide for discussion points. 

•   Devon men and ships were involved in the slave trade after Hawkins’ time too, 
although the main slave ports in Britain were Liverpool, London and Bristol. 
People from Devon made a living out of plantations in the Caribbean using 
slave labour to grow tobacco and especially sugar. 

•   Slave trading and slave labour were about making money. Sugar cane 
plantations in Jamaica were owned by people in Devon. Devon people put 
their money in banks that invested in slave ships and plantations. Devon 
people bought the sugar that came from those plantations: there was a sugar 
refinery near the Bishop’s Palace in Exeter, and another at Topsham. 

•   So ordinary people in the 18th and 19th centuries were - without knowing it - 
contributing to the damage and the abuse of slavery. 

•   There were individuals and families across the county who made money out of 
the pain, trauma and suffering of other humans. 

•   Point out that the slave trade was abolished in the British Empire in 1807,  
and that slavery was abolished in the Empire in 1833 (the difference being 
that between 1807-1833 it was legal to own slaves but not to take them 
across the Atlantic). 

 
Extension / homework activities 

•   You could go to the online Legacies of British Slave-Ownership database and 
explore Devon connections further. To do this, go to: 
www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/project/exeter2015

To find a list of Devon slave owners, navigate back to the LBS home page, 
type ‘Devon’ into the search box, then select ‘Addresses’ from the box below. 
See what comes up. You should find a list of Devon slave-owners who received 
compensation in 1833 when their slaves were freed (it is important to also note 
that the enslaved people received no compensation). Was that fair? How does 
this make students feel? 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/project/exeter2015 
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Stage 3: Conscience Alley – What shall we do with the 
Square? (20 mins) 
•   Slide 11 is a photo of Sir John Hawkins Square in Plymouth. 

•   Slide 13 is about Black Plymouth footballer Jack Leslie. In summer 2020 
there was a suggestion that the square be renamed in his honour. 

•   Divide the students into two groups and tell them: 

  “ You’re going to do an activity called Conscience Alley. I will be Plymouth 
City Council [or this could be one of the students if you think there’s one 
who could handle this role]. You are a bit like those cartoons where you see 
the devil on one shoulder and the angel on the other. The question we’re 
addressing is: shall we rename Sir John Hawkins Square to be Jack Leslie 
Square?  In your groups, spend 5 minutes thinking about reasons to rename, 
and reasons not to rename”. 

•   When they’re ready, line the class up in two lines facing each other. 

•   The City Council role-player then walks between the lines, with the students 
one by one saying “Yes, you should rename it because…” or “No, you 
shouldn’t rename it because…” 

•   When you’ve walked the whole line (or students are repeating what’s already 
been said), make a decision. Give the reasons for the decision. 

•   Then ask the students: “Did the Council make the right decision?”   

•   Refer back to the earlier discussion of what was considered acceptable in the 
1560s, and the fact that and the fact that some people today still think of 
Hawkins as an heroic explorer. 

 
Extension / homework activities  

•   Further discussion on themes around memorialisation and history, considering 
the removal of statues and monuments such as the statue of Colston, the 
slave trader, in Bristol, and Buller, the colonial military man, in Exeter. 

•   Make a crest and coat of arms for your family. What do you want to be 
known / remembered for? 
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Return or Retain? Ganesh at the Museum
Lesson Plan

National 
Curriculum links 
& curriculum fit  

RE: SACRE syllabus L2.8: What does it mean to be Hindu in 
Britain today? 

KS3 History: Ideas, political power, industry and empire:  
Britain, 1745-1901  

How to use 
Third activity in the Telling Our Stories pack. 

It could easily fit within a scheme of work on Hinduism. 

Aims
To understand the story of how Ganesh got his head.
To explore the ethics of museum acquisitions.

Duration 1 hour

Materials 
required  

Ganesh video summary document (Resource 3b). 
Ganesh Powerpoint (Resource 3c). 
Take a Stand handout (Resource 3d) + positions marked on  
the walls. 
Picture of Ganesh to colour in (Resource 3e). 
Ganesh video  (12 mins)  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=18s

Differentiation Stage 2 has two options below: one for KS2, one for KS3

Background 
reading & 
references for 
teachers 

Ganesh video  (12 mins)  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=18s  

A good page on Ganesh from Canada:  
www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/eight-things-you-may-not-know-
about-ganesh  

A good page on totem poles:  
www.indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/totem_poles/  

How to make your own simple totem pole:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P35Wlo2IGd4  

A video of raising a totem pole in Alaska in 2010:  
www.vimeo.com/11303883 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=18s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=18s
https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/eight-things-you-may-not-know-about-ganesh
https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/the-feed/eight-things-you-may-not-know-about-ganesh
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/totem_poles/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P35Wlo2IGd4
https://vimeo.com/11303883
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Stage 1 - KS2 and KS3: Video (20 mins)   

Prediction: show a photo of Ganesh and ask some questions, such as:  

 
•  What do you see? 

•  What do you think this is?  

•  Where does it come from?  

•  Who does it belong to?  

•  Do we think it is religious? If so, from which religion? 

Watch the video together (12 mins) and discuss the questions again, ensuring 
that students have grasped the main points.  

The video features three local Hindus: Sandhya Dave, who worked on this 
project; Ravi Nathwani, who was the Hindu chaplain at the university and came 
to Devon from Uganda in the 1970s; and Ravi’s daughter Anita, born in Exeter 
and now working at the V&A Museum in London. 

Explain that there is now a new explanation panel at the RAMM, which includes 
a link to the video they’ve just watched. This is a very tangible outcome from 
the project on which this resource pack is based.
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Stage 2 - KS2: The Ganesh story (30 mins) 

•  Recap the physical aspects of the statue: 

•  4 arms to carry many things. 

•  Big ears to keep listening, keep ears open. 

•  Small eyes to be a keen observer 

•  Big belly to digest the good and the bad  

•   Serpent: life sometimes throws unpleasant things at us; we must learn to 
absorb and work with these things. 

•  Recap the main elements of the story together. 

•   Divide the students into groups of four and ask them to act out the story.  
One should play Parvati, one play Shiva, one play the boy Ganesh, and one 
play the narrator. It’s OK to add elements, it’s OK to add dialogue and it’s 
definitely OK to have fun! 

•  Watch each other’s performances, applaud and praise each group. 

•  There are many more stories of Ganesh to be found on the internet. 

•   As an alternative / extension, students can colour in a picture of Ganesh.  
There are many on the internet, we’ve included one in the resource pack 
(Resource 3e)  
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Stage 2 (KS3): Take a Stand (30 mins) 

•   Before the lesson, mark out 5 possible positions on the wall of the room 
(Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree). 

•   Using the Ganesh PPT (Resource 3c), look at the description of Ilchinik  
(the Totem pole) on the slide together. 

•   Put students in mixed ability pairs and give them the handout with the 6 
statements to read and discuss. Ask them to tick a box for each statement 
depending on how far they agree with it.  

•   When they’re all ready, get them to stand up. Read out statement 1 and ask 
the students to literally ‘take a stand’ which represents their view.  

•   As a group, discuss why people are standing where they are. What lies 
behind their responses? In what ways does a museum in a small city in 
Devon relate to and represent other cultures and other parts of the world?    

•   Allow people to move after they hear other perspectives. 

•   Do the same with statement 2 and so on. You can vary the discussion 
process by allowing people to talk in small groups or pairs. 

•   There is no ‘right’ answer to these questions: the point is to consider the 
ethics of museum acquisitions, to realise that these ideas change with time, 
and to see how Exeter has responded to changes in museum thinking. 

 
Extension / homework activities 

 
For an extension or homework activity, there are some ideas on totem poles in 
the background reading section above.   

If you do decide to make totem poles with the children, it’s good to talk about 
them as a kind of visual ‘family tree’ with figures drawn from their own family 
history / traditions. Try to avoid an over-simplistic spiritualisation of the poles, 
or the replication of Native American iconography. This could become cultural 
appropriation, which is not appropriate. 
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Three Stories of Ganesh: Video and Summary

The video can be watched here:  
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=207s  

Summary  

This video gives us three angles on Ganesh, from three Exeter Hindus. Anita 
Nathwani is a museum curator, and tells us about how the statue came to 
be in Exeter. Sandhya Dave shows people in the street a picture of Ganesh 
and asks what they know about the statue. Inside the museum, Sandhya 
then talks about Ganesh’s physical attributes and tells us the story of how he 
got his head. Ravi Nathwani - for many years the Hindu chaplain at Exeter 
University – leads a puja (prayer ritual) in his house, and describes how,  
for him, Ganesh is a living god.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=207s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcOBoAzxQK8&t=207s
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Time Description

00’20”
Introduction by Anita Nathwani: Museum perspective  

How the Ganesh statue was ‘collected’.

01’20”
Sandhya vox pops outside RAMM: 

Sandhya asks passers-by: ‘Who is this?’

02’00”
Sandhya in museum introduces Ganesh’s physical features: 

Arms, Ears, Small eyes, Big belly, Serpent, Remover of obstacles,  
Three gods: Brahma, Vishnu & Shiva.

3’21”

The story of how Ganesh got his head:  
Parvati & Shiva had a son called Ginayek. 

She has a bath and tells her son.  
“Don’t let anyone pass while I’m in the bath”. 

So Ginayek won’t let Shiva in. Shiva cuts off his head.   

Parvati is angry and says he must get a new head for the boy. 

Shiva takes a head from an elephant & revives the boy. 

6’50”

Ganesh puja (prayer):  

Introduction by Ravi Nathwani – Exeter Hindu leader.  

Puja with Somin, Anita and Sandhya and Jashi.  

5 lamps for the 5 elements: fire, earth, water, air and ether.  

Bell and singing.  

Prashad (food). 

Ganesh is ‘big-hearted and always forgives’.

11’25” Anita: new interpretations 

11’30” Finish and titles
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Ganesh: Take a Stand
Consider these 6 statements and tick a box for each one 
which best represents your view. 

Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 

Disagree

The Ganesh statue belongs in India: 
the RAMM should pay to return  
it there.

Phear acquired the statue legally:  
it’s fine where it is. 

The statue is a living god, and should 
be used for regular puja in Exeter by 
Ravi and Sandhya.

It’s an educational resource and 
should be sent to Devon schools.

The best way for a museum to get 
an artefact in the 21st century is 
like the RAMM did with Ilchinik. We 
should ask people to come here to 
give it to us, and pay them a proper 
amount of money to make it. 

It’s not important what happens to 
the statue; there are other priorities 
in Devon.
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Crack the Code: Comanche Code Talkers in Tiverton
Lesson Plan

National 
Curriculum links 
& curriculum fit  

As well as local history study, this lesson could sit within many 
parts of the curriculum, including: 
KS2 History: a non-European society that provides contrasts with 
British history.
KS3 History: challenges for Britain, Europe and the wider world 
(1901 to the present day).
MFL.
Work on codes within English or Maths.

How to use 
Fourth activity in the Telling Our Stories pack. It could also be a 
standalone, or part of a scheme of work on WW2; local history; 
codes; or Native Americans.

Aims

Knowledge of a little-known episode from the war.  
Empathy with Comanche people a long way from home.
Have fun making and solving coded messages. 
Learn some words in another language.

Duration 1 hour  

Materials 
required  

Video from Youtube ‘Code of Honor’ video:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fABizJmghFk  
Comanche Powerpoint presentation (Resource 4b) 
Handout of Comanche vocabulary (Resource 4c)

Differentiation To make the language activity easier, take out a few words.

Background 
reading & 
references for 
teachers 

There are many Comanche language resources online:  
app.memrise.com/course/1981870/comanche/ 

Additional resources are also held by Ghee Bowman, who 
developed this activity (please contact us to request).

Memories of GIs in Devon: 
www.americansremembered.org/blog/2019/6/4/75-years-ago-4id-
in-wwii-issue-3-training-in-england-march-1944 

For younger students, there’s a nice colouring book on the 
Comanche Museum website:  
www.comanchemuseum.com/pdf/ColoringBook.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fABizJmghFk
https://app.memrise.com/course/1981870/comanche/
https://www.americansremembered.org/blog/2019/6/4/75-years-ago-4id-in-wwii-issue-3-training-in-england-march-1944
https://www.americansremembered.org/blog/2019/6/4/75-years-ago-4id-in-wwii-issue-3-training-in-england-march-1944
http://www.comanchemuseum.com/pdf/ColoringBook.pdf
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Stage 1 (KS2 and KS3): 
The story of the Code Talkers (20 - 25 mins)
Show the Powerpoint presentation on the Code Talkers (Resource 4b).  
There is a commentary in the notes beneath each slide.

After slide 10 (Larry Saupitty and Dick Red Elk), show a 4 minute video 
section from the ‘Code of Honor’ video (the relevant section runs 23’18” – 
27’20”).

The first part is an advert for the Comanche Museum, showing scenes from 
the museum. There is then commentary from Phyllis Wahahrockah-Tasi of the 
Comanche Museum. Next comes a reconstruction of the scene on Utah Beach 
on D-Day, with recordings of some of the messages (these are reconstructions 
– the actual messages were not recorded) and archival footage from D-Day. 

Ask the students a couple of questions:

•   In what way were these men special? 

•   How do you think they felt so far away from home?

•   Why do you think this story is unknown? 

Stage 2 (KS2 and KS3): 
Learning Comanche vocabulary (10 mins)

•  Give the students the Comanche vocabulary handout (Resource 4c).

•  At the top are five phrases to translate (these are also on slide 12 of the PPT).

•  Work together to translate them (don’t worry about pronunciation).

Comanche was not written down until after the war, but it is still spoken 
by Comanche people, and is – for a baby - no harder or easier than any 
other language. Its vocabulary reflects what the Comanche people saw and 
experienced. The Code Talkers had to invent new words to communicate military 
terms like ‘tank’ or ‘officer’: things which did not exist within their society.
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Stage 3 (KS2 and KS3): 
Sending signals in pairs (20 mins)

In pairs (AA, BB, CC, DD), ask the students to translate some messages  
from English into Comanche.

Then swap the pairs round (AB, AB, CD, CD) and get them to send the signal 
to their new partner, who then translates it back into English. 

For added fun, try sending the message by phone, across the playground  
or school hall, or even using tin cans and string. 

 
Extension: Ask the students to start all their messages with ‘meekununa’ –  
you can hear it on the video.

At the end of the lesson, show the students the last two slides on the PPT, 
which show the medals awarded to the Code Talkers and a statue in their 
memory in Oklahoma. 

Extension / homework activities

Some students love codes. They appeal to young people with a linguistical 
mind, and those with a mathematical mind, and they’re also secret and like 
detective work.

For homework or a follow-up lesson, you could look at some classic codes 
(scytale code, puzzles, book code, poem code, morse, semaphore). Students 
then could devise their own code and use a code to set and solve a treasure 
hunt. This can also fit well with MFL and/or English lessons. 
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Comanche Vocabulary
Use this list of words to make some sentences and phrases 

English Comanche

I / me nu

you unu

eat tukaru

walk numitu

talk tekwaru

play nohitu

Like / love kamakutu

big pia

small tue

dog sarii

cat wa’oo

turtle wakaree 

horse tuhuya 

chicken kooko

bird huutsuu

buffalo tasiwoo

feather sia

music muyake 

fire kotopu

water paa

drum sabahpaki

corn, maize haniibi
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1. small dog              

 tue sarii
2. big horse

  

3. chicken feather

  

4. I like turtle

 

5. You eat buffalo  
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Solve the Mystery: The Polish Navy in Okehampton
Lesson Plan 

National 
Curriculum links 
& curriculum fit  

KS2 History: local history study; extending chronological 
knowledge beyond 1066 (for example ‘a significant turning point 
in British history’).

KS3 History: local history study; ‘challenges for Britain, Europe 
and the wider world: 1901 to the present day’.  

How to use Fifth activity in the Telling Our Stories pack.

Aims
Understand the story of the Polish Navy in Devon. 
Appreciate part of the contribution that the Poles made to WW2. 
Give a rounded view of the presence of Poles in the UK.

Duration 1 hour  

Materials 
required  

Packs of 45 cards: one pack per table / group of 4 to 6 students 
(Resource 5b)
Answer sheet for card game (Resource 5c)
Polish Powerpoint presentation (Resource 5d)

Differentiation You can take out / curate which cards appear in the card game to 
make it easier or harder.

Background 
reading & 
references for 
teachers 

Additional information about the Polish Naval camp: 
www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/
okehampton-polish-naval-warrants-officer-school-and-holding-camp
Oral histories with people whose fathers were in the camp (look 
for Peter Szypko ; Ann Zielonka ; Antoni Olszowski): 
www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/
okehampton-community-stories
Information on Polish airmen in Exeter: 
www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=polish-
nightfigher-squadron
Oral histories with Polish residents of Exeter: 
www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=bozenka-
pierson-interview 
www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=magda-from-
poland-interview

https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/okehampton-polish-naval-warrants-officer-school-and-holding-camp
https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/okehampton-polish-naval-warrants-officer-school-and-holding-camp
https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/okehampton-community-stories
https://www.tellingourstoriesdevon.org.uk/locations/okehampton/okehampton-community-stories
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=polish-nightfigher-squadron
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=polish-nightfigher-squadron
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=bozenka-pierson-interview
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=bozenka-pierson-interview
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=magda-from-poland-interview
http://www.tellingourstoriesexeter.org.uk/index.php?page=magda-from-poland-interview
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Stage 1 (KS2 and KS3): 
Solve the Mystery card game (20 - 30 mins)
•  Tell the class that today they have a mystery to solve.
•  Open Resource 5d (Polish Navy Powerpoint presentation) and show them slide 

1: ‘Why did this Polish sailor marry and settle in Devon in the 1950s?’
• Tell the class:
 -  You are history detectives, and you’re going to work in groups to piece 

together the story.
 -  You’ll do that by playing a card game, in tables / groups of up to 6 

students. Here are the steps.
 -  Deal out all the cards; take it in turns to read a card and lay it on the 

table.
 -  You must decide whether each card is relevant or not - some of the cards 

are there to confuse you!
 -  Put the relevant cards in order so that they tell a clear story.
 - Set the students going on the task. 
 -  Go round and help the students as they build their version of the story.

Stage 2 (KS2 and KS3): Telling the Story (10 mins)
•  Ask a group who’ve finished to tell the story.
•  There is an answer sheet (Resource 5c), which gives the relevant facts in the 

right order - although the precise definition of a red herring is debatable!

Stage 3 (KS2 and KS3): Powerpoint Presentation (15 mins) 
•  Using Resource 5d, show the slides of Aleksander Szypko’s story and explore 

the wider context.

Note to teachers 
This is a complex story, one that is little known in Britain. 
Ghee, author of the pack, is keen to get your feedback on how easy or difficult the 
activity is, and what could make it easier for students and teachers. You can fill in a 
Feedback Form (included in the pack) and / or email us to give us your feedback.
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Polish Navy in Okehampton
Timeline Date Cards  

September 1939
Germany invaded Poland and Russia 

occupied the eastern part

1946 - 1949
Over 150,000 Poles settled  

in the UK

Summer 1942
Aleksander Szypko sailed from 

Palestine via the Cape of Good Hope to 
Liverpool with thousands of other Poles

Telling Our Stories, Finding Our Roots
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German Prisoners Of War 
painted a mural in the Fox and  
Hounds pub in Okehampton

10% of the 
RAF in the Battle of Britain  

were Polish

Several thousand 
Polish sailors went through the  

naval camp at Okehampton

146 
Polish naval officers were trained  

at the Academy
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1942
Aleksander Szypko joined the 

Polish Army in Iran

The Mariners Way  
was a footpath for sailors from 

Bideford to Dartmouth via  
South Zeal

1941
A team of Indian soldiers played  

hockey against a youth club  
in Kingsbridge

1947 
Okehampton camp becomes a 

resettlement centre for 4000 personnel 
and their families
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The Meg and  
Mog books 

were illustrated by Jan Pieńkowski

Aleksander Szypko 
leaves the Okehampton camp,  

moves to Exeter and becomes a painter 
and decorator

December 1944 
The Polish Navy officer cadet  

training camp moves to Okehampton

1943 
The Polish Army in Italy includes  

a bear called Wojtek
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2010
Aleksander dies in Exeter,  

a few days before his 92nd birthday

June 1944
Aleksander Szypko was awarded the 
Cross of Valour for saving his ship

November 1939 
The Polish navy in exile was created  

to serve with the British navy

1957 
Aleksander married June Squire at the 
catholic church in Heavitree in Exeter 
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Many German POWs 
worked on Devon farms after WW2 

1943 
Aleksander Szypko served as an Able 

Seaman on ORP Piorun, escorting arctic 
convoys taking supplies to the Russians 

Today
The Polish resettlement  camp  

at Stover is now a nursing home  
for Polish Britons

1939 
Jan Pieńkowski left Poland at  

the age of three 
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1949 
All the Polish Resettlement Camps  

were closed

 

May 1941 
Aleksander Szypko was conscripted  

into the Russian army

Today
Okehampton Rugby Club & 

Okehampton Primary school are on the 
site of the Polish Navy camp

Marynarka wojenna 
is the Polish word for Navy
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Aleksander Szypko
took training courses at Okehampton 
camp in cookery and English language

2016 / 17 
Okehampton Rugby Club won  

13 out of 25 matches

1941-1943 
The RAF’s 307 squadron defended 

Exeter during the Second World War 

The RAF 307 Squadron   
were all Polish
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2004 
Poland joined the EU, starting a  

wave of migration to the UK

Today
There is still an army base on  

the edge of Okehampton

August 1939 
3 Polish ships sailed to Britain: Burza 
(“Storm”), Błyskawica (“Lightning”), 

and Grom (“Thunder”)

During WW2 
Poland lost a greater percentage of its 

population than any other country
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1810 
There were 336 French Prisoners  

of War in Okehampton

August 1948
Aleksander got a job at Countess Weir 

House in Exeter

At the Okehampton camp 
Polish men and women received lessons 

in agriculture, building and mining

Travelling by train from Liverpool 
Aleksander Szypko looked out of the 
window and asked ‘Why are all the 

stations called Bovril?’
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1944 
Black American soldiers were based  

at the Rugby Ground in Exeter

Mewki 
means ‘Little Seagulls’. This was the 
name for Polish women in the Navy.

Four Nissen huts  
(military huts) still stand near 

Okehampton Rugby Club

1918
Alekzander Szypko was born  

in Eastern Poland 
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July 1941 
The Russians put Szypko in a  

labour camp in Siberia

September 1942
Aleksander Szypko joins the  

Polish Navy in Devon

Telling Our Stories, Finding Our Roots
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Solve the Mystery
Answer sheet

Here is Szypko’s story in order, including the relevant bits of context:

•   Alekzander Szypko was born in Eastern Poland in 1918.

•  In September 1939 Germany invaded Poland and Russia occupied the eastern part. 

•  Aleksander Szypko was conscripted into the Russian army in May 1941. 

•  The Russians put Szypko in a labour camp in Siberia in July 1941.

•  In 1942, Aleksander Szypko joined the Polish Army in Iran.

•   Summer 1942: Aleksander Szypko sailed from Palestine via the Cape of Good Hope to 
Liverpool with thousands of other Poles. 

•   Travelling by train from Liverpool, Aleksander Szypko looked out of the window and 
asked ‘Why are all the stations called Bovril?’.

•  September 1942: Szypko joins the Polish Navy in Devon.

•   Aleksander Szypko served as an Able Seaman on ORP Piorun, escorting Arctic convoys 
taking supplies to the Russians in 1943.

•  In June 1944, Aleksander Szypko was awarded the Cross of Valour for saving his ship.

•  From 1946 till 1949, over 150,000 Poles settled in the UK.

•   In 1947 the Okehampton camp became a resettlement camp for 4000 naval personnel 
and their families.

•  Several thousand Polish sailors went through the camp at Okehampton. 

•  August 1948: Aleksander got a job at Countess Weir House in Exeter.

•   At the Okehampton camp Polish men and women received lessons in agriculture, 
building and mining. 

•   Aleksander Szypko took training courses at Okehampton camp in cookery and  
English language.

•  All the Polish Resettlement Camps were closed in 1949.
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•   Aleksander Szypko leaves the Okehampton camp, moves to Exeter and becomes a 
painter and decorator. 

•   Aleksander married June Squire at the Catholic church in Heavitree in Exeter in 1957.

•  Aleksander died in Exeter in 2010, a few days before his 92nd birthday. 

•   Today Okehampton Rugby Club & Okehampton Primary school are on the site of the 
Polish Navy camp.

•  Four Nissen huts can still be seen near Okehampton Rugby Club.

 
Red Herrings (which may still be of interest!)

 
•  The RAF 307 Squadron were all Polish. 

•  All the men of RAF 307 squadron were Polish. 

•  The RAF’s 307 squadron defended Exeter from 1941-1943.

•  146 Polish Naval officers were trained at the Academy. 

•   A team of Indian soldiers played hockey against a youth club in Kingsbridge in  
spring 1941. 

•   August 1939 three Polish ships sailed to Britain: Burza (‘Storm’), Błyskawica 
(‘Lightning’), and Grom (‘Thunder’). 

•  German POWs painted a mural in the Fox and Hounds pub in Okehampton.

•  In December 1944 the Polish Navy officer cadet training camp moved to Okehampton.

•  Jan Pieńkowski left Poland at the age of three in 1939.

•  The Meg and Mog books were illustrated by Jan Pieńkowski. 

•  Many German POWs worked on Devon farms after WW2.

•  Okehampton Rugby Club won 13 out of 25 matches in 2016 / 2017.

•  Poland joined the EU in 2004, starting a wave of migration to the UK.

•   During WW2 Poland lost a greater percentage of its population than any other 
country.

•  Black American soldiers were based at the Rugby Ground in Exeter in 1944.
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•   The Mariners Way was a footpath for sailors from Bideford to Dartmouth  
via South Zeal.

•  The Polish Army in Italy in 1943 included a bear called Wojtek.

•  The Polish Navy in exile was created in November 1939, to serve with the British Navy.

•  Mewki means ‘little seagulls’. This was the name for Polish women in the Navy. 

•  Today the Polish resettlement camp at Stover is now a nursing home for Polish Britons.

•  Marynarka wojenna is the Polish word for Navy. 

•  Today there is still an army base on the edge of Okehampton. 

•  There were 336 French Prisoners of War in Okehampton in 1810.
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National 
Curriculum links 
& curriculum fit  

Art: students should “produce creative work, exploring their ideas 
and recording their experiences”.

English: work on autobiography.

How to use 
Sixth activity in the Telling Our Stories pack.  
Could be delivered as a standalone lesson.  
Optional visit by Jaz Rogers (please contact DDE for details). 

Aims To appreciate the value of graffiti and street art.  
To think about identity and to be proud of who you are.

Duration 60 mins minimum.  
Could be stretched over multiple lessons and turned into a project.

Materials 
required  

Jaz Rogers Powerpoint (Resource 6b).
Jaz Rogers video (Resource 6c). 
Optional interview transcript (Resource 6d).
How to Tag handout (Resource 6e). This provides a 6 step guide  
to making a grafitti tag, on handout and on PPT.
Paper and pencils for students. 
Music to aid creativity.

Differentiation

Students should be encouraged to adjust the tag activity to their 
own ability level.

Two things that might make it easier: use smaller paper size and 
keep the word short.

For less confident writers / artists, you can do step 1 (writing the 
word) for them. 

Background 
reading & 
references for 
teachers 

It will help if the teacher and TA make their own tag before  
the lesson.

Article in local paper:

www.northdevongazette.co.uk/news/bideford-councillor-speed-
warning-on-home-1-6860706

Learn to Tag: Jaz Rogers, Devon Graffiti Artist
Lesson Plan 
 

https://www.northdevongazette.co.uk/news/bideford-councillor-speed-warning-on-home-1-6860706
https://www.northdevongazette.co.uk/news/bideford-councillor-speed-warning-on-home-1-6860706
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Stage 1 (KS2 and KS3): Meet Jaz Rogers (15 - 20 mins)

•  Introduce Jaz on the Powerpoint (Resource 6b). Show his photo and a map
showing the location of Westward Ho! (the only town in the UK with an
exclamation mark in the name).

•  Watch video (Resource 6c - 5½ minutes). Some of the concepts might be
difficult for your class (eg. identity, skin tone, outcasts), so you might like to
stop and explain or discuss at key points.

• You can view the video here: https://youtu.be/_pfcKvjVC9Q

Hold a discussion with the class, using some of these questions:

•  What do you think of Jaz’s work?

•  What do you think it might be like growing up as the “only Black child in
Westward Ho!”?

https://youtu.be/_pfcKvjVC9Q
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• What do you think Jaz means when he says:

- “I’m who I am, I’m from where I am and I’m proud of it”.

- “ Be yourself. Don’t forget your past, but don’t forget your future either.
Be yourself, be bright, be beautiful, be who you are!”

- “Identity: it’s what I do more than my skin tone”.

•  This should lead organically to a discussion about being proud of who you are
and having a choice about how to present yourself to the world, and about
identity.

•  Do you know other graffiti artists, old or new?
Suggest Banksy / Mau Mau (another Devon graffiti artist)

•   Also, graffiti can become a historical record, an archive. There is graffiti at
Pompei in Italy. Closer to home, there is graffiti at Okehampton Castle from
1809. This is from a French Prisoner Of War held there. The earliest ‘name’ of
any Devon resident is scratched on to a cup by a Roman legionary at Exeter:
Lucius Iulius Hipponicus.

•  What do you think is the difference between graffiti and a mural? What are
they for? Who are they done by?

Notes to aid discussion: 

•   Graffiti often feels subversive, like it’s naughty, done by people who will get an
ASBO. There’s much more to it than that.

•   Graffiti is illegal in much of the UK. Artists like Jaz make sure that they get
permission from property owners before painting.
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Stage 2 (KS2 and KS3): Make a Tag (20 - 30 mins)
•   A basic graffiti element is the tag – like a signature on a wall.

•   This is usually not your given name but an assumed name, a nickname you 
give yourself, a moniker.

•   It is usually something about your identity: it expresses you and it reflects 
you. You literally make your mark.

•   You could show the students a few tags, including your own, so they see the 
finished result.

•   Hands up: What might your moniker be? 

•   Jaz changed from being known as ‘Black Jaz’ to ‘Graffiti Jaz’. You could  
ask the children what they might call themselves, or want to be known as   
e.g. Footballer Max, Funny Freddie, Dancer Diana. 

•   Show the students Jaz’s step by step guide to making a tag on the 
Powerpoint and talk it through together.

•   Step 4 (the shading) is probably the most difficult bit, where they may need 
extra help. It may be useful to think of this as being like a light shining on 
their tag from one side, and the shade is on the opposite side.

•   Then students should work on their own tag, using their name, a moniker, 
a pet’s name, or a concept like ‘love’. The key thing is that they make their 
own choices, which need no explanation. 

•   While they work, you could play some music, or let them chat, or talk about 
identity using these prompt questions:

 -   What makes you, you?

 -   Is it about your family, your genes? Or does it come from inside you?  
Or is it related to the place and the time you’re born?

 -   In what ways are you similar to or different from your parents and 
siblings?  

Extension: If people finish early, an extension activity could be to try another 
longer word; to do the same in mirror writing; or to find out about other 
graffiti artists on the internet.
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Stage 3 (KS2 and KS3): 
Discussion on improving the local area (10 mins+)

•   Show slide 3 on the Powerpoint – about Jaz’s ‘Kill your speed’ mural  
in Bideford.

•   Discuss the mural with the class, using these or similar prompts:

 -   Do you like the mural?

 -   If we could ask Jaz to come to our town / village / neighbourhood to 
do something similar, what would we ask for?

 -   If we were to make a mural to improve your school/local environment, 
what would it be?  

Extension / homework activities

•   The children will benefit from repeating the artwork, so they can perfect 
their style. 

•   Class could make a mural or a time capsule of all of them, aiming to 
show their joint identity, using words or tags. This could supplement their 
annual class photo.

•   Start a local campaign to improve a feature of their environment.

•   Design something with family members - a tag or a mural.
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Jaz: My name is Jaz Rogers. I have grown up and been in the Bideford area all my life. 
I am 25 years old. I was possibly the first black child born in Westward Ho! Both my 
parents are from Hertfordshire. They moved here about 20 years before I was born.

...............................................................................................................................................

Jaz: I’m into my graffiti and street art. They didn’t have any of that here. I would only 
find places where I could really get along with it in big areas like London or Bristol. So 
here, over the past years I have worked with the Council to create things that we can use 
to do that. Through that I am building a large friend group as well, who are just getting 
into it, we’ve formed a scene out of nothing, basically.

.........................................................................................................................................

Jaz: Growing up, when I was young young, I was quite naïve really, to what it was like. 
But as I got older I seem to have noticed that there are problems with older Devonians, 
like OAPs. They were very wary of who I was, and my skin tone, and surprised when I 
would say ‘hello’. Things like that. Then going to secondary school, I had problems with 
lads who were a few years older than me. They would try and cause problems. I guess 
it was partly to do with intimidation and confusion as to who I was, and what I was 
going to be like, so they caused problems with me. It’s something I had to deal with 
through secondary school, a lot. I had to put up a hard shell, really, and just stand up 
for myself! If you don’t, you end up getting walked all over.

.........................................................................................................................................

Jaz: Identity – it is what I do, more than my skin tone. A lot of people have this … the 
colour of your skin comes before your name. So someone is trying to relate to who you 
are. They say, ‘Black Jaz’, or whatever. And that’s what it’s always been. ‘Ginger Sally, 
from round the corner’ and things like that, identifying people by their differences. But 
slowly it’s starting to change more, people have started to call me ‘Graffiti Jaz’. It’s a 
new identity, I guess. If you can form your identity for yourself, once you make a big 
enough impression, and people will actually take notice of you. They don’t care about 
identifying you for just your differences, rather than something that really stands out 
about who you are.

Interview Transcript
Jaz Rogers Interview Extracts
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Jaz: I have always had friend groups that were classed as ‘outcasts’. Different, like  
Emos and Goths, musicians, and people like that. People who would not be classed as  
the popular ones, I guess. And that was always my friend groups, and it still is now.  
The thing in an area like this, someone with a bit of colour, especially like myself, would 
try and stand out as something that is exciting, how can I put it? Like hard, they want to 
be strong: ‘everybody look at me’. I am not that kind of person. I’m really grounded.  
And so I have always steered away from people like that, and it kind of annoys me, 
people who are like that! Because I don’t see any point in that. Just relax, you are in  
a really nice quiet area, take the façade off and just chill out.

...............................................................................................................................................

Jaz: My Mum cooks more West Indian food than my Dad does, and my Dad is the one 
who has got the West Indian heritage. My Mum wanted to take it on and teach me as 
much about my culture as possible. Whereas my Dad, you will catch him listening to 
Classic FM, doing a Sudoku, drinking tea. Two completely different people, but they have 
both come from opposite … it doesn’t make any sense. I am very Western and my cousins 
laugh at me for how Western I am. But I am free. I am not trying to be anything that 
I am not. Especially living in an area like this. You meet people who have absolutely no 
connection to anything that I could be walking around trying to show about my heritage. 
I obviously don’t even talk about, at all, what my past is, or my skin tone is, or anything 
like that. I am who I am, and from where I am.

...............................................................................................................................................

Interviewer:   Do you have a message you would like to leave for people that  
are listening?

Jaz:   Be yourself. Don’t forget your past, but don’t forget your future either.  
Be yourself, be bright, be beautiful, be who you are!
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Suggestions for improvement

 

Teacher’s Feedback Form 
Please use a separate form for each activity, and send completed forms to  
dde@globalcentredevon.org.uk

Name   ......................................................................................................

School   ......................................................................................................

Contact info  ......................................................................................................

I’d like to be involved in future (tick)          Yes           No

I tried activity number   ..........................................................................................

With these students   
(year group, subject)   ..........................................................................................

On this date   ..........................................................................................  

I did the activity as written (tick) 

I varied the activity (tick) 

Overall marks out of 10 1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9      10

Strong points

Weak points  
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